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The Lick-White point-partition numbers generalize the chromatic number 
and the point-arboricity. Similarly, uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graphs gener- 
alize uniquely m-colorable graphs. 
Theorem 1 gives a method for constructing uniquely (m, n)-partitionable 
graphs as well as a sufficient condition for a join of m n-degenerate graphs to be 
uniquely (m, n)-partitionable. For the case n = 1, we obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition (Lemma 1). As a consequence, an embedding result for 
uniquely (m, l)-partitionable graphs is obtained (Theorem 2). Finally, uniquely 
(m, n)-partitionable graphs with minimal connectivity are constructed (Theo- 
rem 3). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graphs which are uniquely partitionable into n-degenerate subgraphs 
or, more briefly, uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graphs, generalize uniquely 
colorable graphs. The generalization seems to be very natural and 
emphasizes the power of the little investigated concept of n-degenerate 
graphs (see [8]); in fact, as extensively studied in [7], well-known properties 
of uniquely colorable graphs (see [2-51) have counterparts valid for 
uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graphs. 
We recall that, as defined in [l], a graph G is n-degenerate if and only if 
the minimum degree 6 of any induced subgraph H of G is equal to at most 
n. If G is n-degenerate but not (n - I)-degenerate, then we say it is strictly 
n-degenerate; Kainen [9] would call it a graph with Szekeres-Wilf number 
equal to n. For any given graph G, the point-partition number pn(G) 
is the minimum number of subsets into which the vertex set V(G) must 
be partitioned so that each subset induces an n-degenerate subgraph. 
Clearly, p,,(G) is the chromatic number and pi(G), the point-arboricity. 
When p,(G) = m, a partition of V(G) into m partition classes VI ,..., V, 
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such that, for 1 < i 4 m, the induced subgraph (Vi> is n-degenerate, 
is called an (m, n)-partition of G. A labeled graph G is then said to be 
uniquely partitionable into n-degenerate subgraphs or, simply, uniquely 
(m, n)-partitionable, if and only if G has only one (m, n)-partition. 
Uniquely (m, 0)-partitionable and uniquely m-colorable graphs are there- 
fore the same. Until recently, as pointed out in [lo], “non-trivial examples 
[of uniquely colorable graphs] were known but they were relatively few 
in number;” a method for constructing uniquely (m, n)-partitionable 
graphs, as given here, therefore seems of interest. 
In this paper, we take [5] as a general reference for graph theory. We 
also need the concept of representing sets, borrowed from transversal 
theory. It may be defined simply as follows: Given a family of sets 
(Ai : i E Z}, we say that B is a representing set of this family if and only if, 
for every i E Z, B n Ai # ia. For a reader eventually interested in trans- 
versal theory, a general reference is [6]. 
2. JOINS AS UNIQUELY (m, II)-PARTITIONABLE GRAPHS 
A preliminary obvious remark is that any uniquely m-colorable graph G 
is a subgraph of a complete m-partite graph J, where J is a join of m 
O-degenerate graphs and V(G) = V(Z). 
It is possible to generalize, in a certain sense, this embedding remark 
to uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graphs. This generalization gives a way 
of constructing uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graphs for arbitrary m and n, 
and states that the join of certain n-degenerate graphs is in fact uniquely 
(m, n)-partitionable. For n > 1, we can prove that the uniquely (m, n)- 
partitionable graph G is a subgraph of a join J, but, unlike in case n = 0, 
the vertex set of .Z contains properly the vertex set of G. 
For arbitrary m and n, we then state: 
THEOREM 1. Let J be a join of m n-degenerate graphs G, ,.. ., G, , 
written J = G, + “. + G, , such that, for any i, the removal from the 
point set Vi of Gi of any set with n points still leaves a strictIy n-degenerate 
graph. Then J is uniquely (m, n)-partitionable. 
Proof. The assertion is true for m = 2. 
In fact, any other partition of the point set of J = G1 + Gz (which is 
not n-degenerate!) into two subsets HI and H, is such that HI and Hz 
are representing sets of the pair {V, , V,}. (Note that, if Hi contains 
properly Vj, then (Hi> is not n-degenerate.) By the hypothesis, we must 
have, for each i, 1 Vi ] > 2n + 1. Without loss of generality, suppose that 
1 HI n V, 1 > n. If I HI n V, ) > n, then (HI) contains K,,,,,,, as a 
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subgraph and it is not n-degenerate. If 1 H1 n V, 1 Q n, then (H2 n V,) 
is strictly n-degenerate. Since Hz n V, # o, (Hz) is not n-degenerate. 
Hence, the assertion is proved for m = 2. 
Now suppose it holds for m = k - 1. We prove it holds for m = k. 
Suppose the contrary, i.e., there is another partition of V(J) into k 
subsets HI ,..., HI, such that (H,),..., (H& are n-degenerate graphs. By 
the very definition of J and by the induction hypothesis, for i = l,..., k, 
Hi is a representing set of a family of sets Vj with at least two and at most 
n + 1 members. We define the I-sets, denoted It , as the nonempty sets 
of the form Hi n Vj ; there are at most k(n + 1) I-sets. For each i, take 
one I-set, among those yielded by Hi , with a maximal number of points 
and call it maximal (for the value i). The union Vi of the nonmaximal 
Z-sets yielded by Hi contains at most n points. For, if the maximal I-set 
has more than n points, then more than n points in Ui implies Kn+l,n+l is a 
subgraph of (Hi), which gives a contradiction. If the maximal I-set, 
say It, , has n’ ( < n) points, then more than n points in Vi implies that all 
vertices of (Hi> have degree greater than n, which contradicts again the 
hypothesis that (Hi) is n-degenerate. 
The union of all nonmaximal I-sets therefore has at most nk points. 
Hence, among the k sets Vj, there is at least one, say I’, , such that the 
union of the nonmaximal Z-sets contained in it has at most n points. 
The remaining (at least n + 1) points in V, cannot belong to just one 
maximal I-set (the set Hi producing it would not induce an n-degenerate 
graph!). They belong to more than one; hence, in the remaining k - 1 
sets Vi, there are at most k - 2 maximal I-sets and therefore all points 
of say V, (at least 2n + 1) are in nonmaximal I-sets; among the k - 2 
sets V, ,..., V, we have at most nk - (2n + 1) = n(k - 2) - 1 points 
in nonmaximal I-sets. 
Repeating this argument, at the ith stage we have in the remaining 
k - 2i sets V, at most k - 2i maximal Z-sets available and at most 
n(k - 2i) - i points in nonmaximal I-sets. Among these V, there is 
always one where the nonmaximal I-sets have at most n points. (Otherwise 
we have at least (n + l)(k - 2i) points in these nonmaximal I-sets and, 
since i Q k/2, this number is greater than n(k - 2i) - i). 
If iteration until i = [k/2] is needed, then we distinguish two cases: 
if k is odd, then the nonmaximal I-sets in the last Vj have at most n points; 
since there is at most one maximal I-set left, the remaining points in V, 
belong to it. They induce a strictly n-degenerate graph and the set Hi 
containing them yields a graph (Hi) which is not n-degenerate, a contra- 
diction! If k is even, then at least k/2 sets Vj have no maximal I-sets. 
There are at least (2n + 1) k/2 points in these sets Vj . Since the non- 
maximal I-sets have at most nk points, this is also a contradiction. 
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Hence, the only (k, n)-partition of J is that given by the graphs Gi . 
Since the existence of a (k’, n)-partition would imply the existence of more 
than one (k, n)-partition for k’ < k < / V(J)1 (see [7]), no (k’, n)-partition, 
k’ < k, exists and thus the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 1 yields a (weak) embedding result. In fact, let H be a uniquely 
(m, n)-partitionable graph and let HI ,..., H, be its partition classes. 
For i = l,..., m, let Gi be the union of n + 1 replicas of (Hi). The graph 
G=Glf *.* + G, is uniquely (m, n)-partitionable and H is a sub- 
graph of G. The embedding is weak in the sense that we do not have 
V’(I’(H) = V(G). We state: 
COROLLARY 1. Any uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graph is a subgraph 
of a uniquely (m, n)-partitionable join of m n-degenerate graphs. 
3. THE CASE n = 1: AN EMBEDDING RESULT FOR UNIQUELY 
(m, l)-PARTITIONABLE GRAPHS 
A strong embedding result may be proved when n = 1 (Theorem 2). 
Moreover, a stronger version of Theorem 1, stating now a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a join of l-degenerate graphs to be uniquely 
partitionable, may be given. We state: 
LEMMA 1. A join J=G,+ . ** + G, of m l-degenerate graphs is 
uniquely (m, 1)-partitionable if and only if each joined graph has two 
disjoint pairs of adjacent vertices, except possibly one of them, which is 
only required to have three points and one line. 
Proof. Let us first prove sufficiency. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that the joined graphs G, ,..., G, 
are indexed in such a way that Pi, for 2 < i < m, is a subgraph of Gi 
with two disjoint pairs of adjacent vertices and PI is a path of G, of length 
at least one. 
Proof is by induction on m. 
In fact, the assertion is true for m = 2, as can be proved by a technique 
similar to that used in Theorem 1. 
Now suppose the assertion holds for m = k - 1. We prove it for 
m = k. 
Suppose the contrary, i.e., J = G1 + ... + GI, is a join where G1 ,..., GI, 
satisfy the condition in the lemma and has a (k, I)-partition into classes 
H 1 >--., Hk distinct from that given by the vertex sets V1 ,..., V, of 
G 1 ,..., G, , respectively. 
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Obviously, no class Ni properly contains a class Vi ; neither can a class 
Hd be a representing set of a family of more than two classes V, . Moreover, 
by the induction hypothesis, no class Ha may be (properly or improperly) 
contained in a class V+ . 
Hence each class Hi is a representing set of a family of two classes Vj ; 
there are therefore 2k I-sets, i.e., nonempty sets of the form Hi n Vi . 
Since no V, contains only one I-set (but it contains at least one!), each 
Vi is also a representing set of a pair of classes Hi . 
Now, since I V, I > 3, let H, be such that I V, n H, 1 > 2. H, intersects 
also, say V, (# VI). If I H, n V, j > 2, then (H,> is not l-degenerate. 
If / H, n V, I < 2, then let H, be the other class which intersects V, . 
(H, n V,) contains two adjacent points of P, . Since H, also intersects 
say V, (# V,), (H,) is not l-degenerate. 
Hence J has only one (k, 1)-partition. Moreover (see Theorem 1) no 
(k’, 1)-partition, for k’ < k, may exist. Sufficiency of the lemma is thus 
proved. 
To prove necessity, let J be uniquely (m, 1)-partitionable, let J be a join 
of m (strictly, see [7]) l-degenerate graphs and suppose the condition in 
the lemma is not fulfilled, i.e., among the graphs G, ,..., G, whose join 
is J, either there are two, say G, and Gb , which do not contain two disjoint 
pairs of adjacent vertices, or there is one, say G, , with less than three 
points. 
In the first case, G, and Gb are subgraphs (not necessarily induced) 
of stars. We may obtain another (2, I)-partition of G, + Gb by inter- 
changing the centers of the stars. Hence J is not uniquely (m, I)- 
partitionable, a contradiction. 
In the second case, take any Gd # G, _ Gd being l-degenerate, and hence 
bipartite, two independent vertex subsets X and Y exist such that 
XuY= v,, X n Y = o. Taking now, instead of V, and V, 
H, = X u (or} and Hd = Y u {v,}, respectively, where u1 and v2 are the 
vertices of G, , we obtain a new (m, I)-partition of J, which is again a 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We state now the following embedding result: 
THEOREM 2. Any uniquely (m, 1)-partitionable graph G is a subgraph 
of a graph J such that (a) V(J) = V(G); (b) J is a join of l-degenerate 
graphs, each graph in the join having two disjoint pairs of adjacent vertices 
except possibly one of them, which is only required to have three points 
and one lime. 
Moreover, if each l-degenerate graph is a tree, then the addition of a 
line to J yields a graph with greater point-arboricity. 
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Proof. Clearly, any (m, I)-partitionable graph G is a subgraph of the 
join J of the m graphs induced by the m partition classes of G. Since two 
distinct (m, l)-partitions of J yield two distinct (m, I)-partitions of G, 
G uniquely (m, l)-partitionable implies J uniquely (m, I)-partitionable. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, J is of the indicated type. 
The last sentence of the theorem may be proved by noting that if the 
l-degenerate graphs whose join is J are trees, then the addition of an 
edge between two (nonadjacent) points of J yields a graph J’ which is a 
join of m - 1 l-degenerate graphs plus one 2-degenerate graph, say 
Gi’. Now pl(J’) 3 m + I. In fact, in any partition of J’ into l-degenerate 
graphs, the vertices of Gi’ cannot belong to the same partition class. Now, 
if an (m, 1)-partition of J’ exists, then J admits the same (m, I)-partition. 
This contradicts the hypothesis that J is uniquely (m, 1)-partitionable and, 
therefore, proves the sentence. 
4. UNIQUELY (m, n)-PARTITIONABLE GRAPHS WITH CONNECTIVITY EQUAL 
Tom-l 
It is well known (see, for example, [5]), that uniquely m-colorable graphs 
have minimum degree at least m - 1 and are (m - I)-connected. In 
[7], it is proved that uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graphs have minimum 
degree equal to at least (m - l)(n + 1) and are (m - l)-connected. 
Further, an example is given in [7] to show that this result on the connec- 
tivity cannot be improved in general. Now, as a consequence of Theorem 1, 
we can construct, for arbitrary m and n, a uniquely (m, n)-partitionable 
graph G with connectivity m - 1. 
The construction of G is as follows: 
Let W (Fig. 1, the cycles stand for copies of K,+1) be a graph formed by 
n + 1 copies of K,,, , which is strictly n-degenerate, linked “in series” 
by n edges e, ,..., e, in such a way that no two of these edges share an 
endpoint. Clearly, W is strictly n-degenerate as well as any graph obtained 
from W by removing at most n points. For i = 0, l,..., m - 1, let Vi’ 
and VJ be two disjoint copies of W. For i = I,..., m - 1, link V,’ to 
VJ by a path ((a<, zi), (zi , pi)} where ai (respectively &) is a vertex 
of Vi’ (respectively VJ) taken in a terminal K,,, of Vi (resp. Vi”) and with 
degree n in Vi’ (resp. I’:). We obtain the graph G’ pictured in Fig. 2, 
FIG. 1. Thegraph IV. 
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FIG. 2. The graph G’. 
where cycles stand again for copies of K,,, . Now denoting in general by 
Yi’ (resp. Y:) the vertex set of Vi’ (resp. VJ), we finally obtain G from G’ 
by joining the points in Y,,’ (resp. Yi) to the points in Yi’ u {q} (resp. 
Yz u (~3) for all i # 0, and the points in Yi’ u {zj} (resp. Y; U (zi}) to the 
points in Yk’ u (zk} (resp. Y; U {zk}) for all pairs of positive values j, k 
with j # k. We state: 
THEOREM 3. The graph G is uniquely (m, n)-partitionable and has 
connectivity equal to m - 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, both (Y,l u Y,’ U **a U YA-,) and 
(Y;u r;lJ*** u YL-,) are uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graphs and, 
for i = 0, l,..., m - 1, the sets Yi’ and Y: are the respective partition 
classes. 
Set G, = Y,’ U Y,” and, for i = l,..., m - 1, Gi = Yi’ U (zi} u Yf . 
Obviously, the sets G, , G, ,..., G,-, yield an (m, n)-partition of G. This 
partition is unique. In fact, suppose there is a distinct (nz, n)-partition of G 
with H,, HI ,..., H,-, as partition classes. No class Hk may have non- 
empty intersections with more than one set Y’ or with more than one set 
Y”: If Hi is a representing set of, say, a pair {Y,‘, Y,l}, then (U Yi) has a 
new (m, n)-partition with sets Hj n [uYi’] (for j = O,..., m - 1) as 
partition classes, which is a contradiction. Similarly for the sets Y”. 
As a consequence, H, , HI ,..., Hmbl can only differ from G, , G1 ,..., G,,-, 
if the sets Yi’ are differently paired with the sets Y: , each class Hi con- 
taining exactly one Y’ and one Y”. Let then Hi contain Y,.’ and Y: , with 
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r f s. Without loss of generality, suppose r # 0. We distinguish two 
cases: (a) If z, E Hi, then ({z,) u Y:) is not n-degenerate, hence (Hi? is 
not n-degenerate, which is a contradiction; (b) if z, $ Hi, then let z? E Hj , 
where j # i. Hj contains, say, YB’, withp # r. By the same argument as 
is used in the preceding case, (Hjj is not n-degenerate, which is again a 
contradiction. 
Hence G is uniquely (m, n)-partitionable. 
As already quoted from [7], G is then (m - 1)-connected. Since the 
vertex subset {zl ,..., z,-~} is obviously a cut set, the connectivity of G 
is m - 1, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Note added in proof. Theorem 1 gives a sufficient condition for a join of M 
n-degenerate graphs (n > 2) to be uniquely (m, n)-partitionable. It is not proved that 
the condition is necessary. Hence only the weak Corollary 1 is deduced. 
The following Theorem seems however true: 
ADDITIONAL THW)REM. Let G be uniquely (m, n)-partitionable, VI ,..., V,,, its parti- 
tion classes. Then the join J = <VI> + ... + <V,> (into which G is embedded) is 
also uniquely (m, n)-partitionable. 
Proof. Let WI ,..., W, be a new (m, n)-partition of J. Possibly, not all edges of 
<WI>, ..*, <W,) appear in G. However, since a subgraph of an n-degenerate graph is 
also n-degenerate, W, ,..., W, yield also a new (m, n)-partition for G, which is a con- 
tradiction. 
From this additional theorem and the other results in this paper we may conclude 
that any uniquely (m, n)-partitionable graph, which is edge maximal relative to this 
property, is a join. 
Further results concerning maximality properties of certain joins of n-degenerate 
graphs are proved in [ll, 121. 
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